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Abstract
This thesis reviews the traditional battery pack design process for hybrid and
electric vehicles, and presents a dynamic programming (DP) based algorithm that eases
the process of cell selection and pack design, especially for blended battery packs (those
containing two or more different energy sources). The proposed algorithm
simultaneously optimizes the size of the battery pack while determining the ideal control
strategy for the power split between the two sources. To test the algorithm, a simulation
experiment is presented that compares the results of the DP based algorithm with single
energy source options and a peak shaving heuristic strategy. The results of this
experiment show that the algorithm reliably picks the lowest cost solution, and illustrates
that blended battery packs have great potential for cost reduction in hybrid vehicles.
Thesis Supervisor: Sanjay E. Sarma
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Project Motivation
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Automobiles
Since the invention of the automobile, many technologies have competed to become
the main energy source for passenger vehicles. Before internal combustion engines
won out, the three main competitors were external combustion (steam power),
internal combustion (gasoline, and diesel), and electric power (battery driven) [1].
Each of these had associated advantages and disadvantages. Steam had good
performance, but started up slowly and had issues with freezing. Electric vehicles
were quiet and efficient, but had limited range. But at the time, the low cost and
high-energy density of gasoline far outweighed the noisiness and pollution concerns
of internal combustion engines [2].
1.1.2 Electrification of Automobiles
Batteries may have been ruled out as a viable solution for the main energy source in
vehicles early on, but that was not the end of the story. Many other applications
demanded cheaper, and more energy dense battery technology, especially toward
the end of the 20th century with the advent of laptops, cell phones, and other
portable electronic devices [2]. These devices went from using Lead-acid (30-40
Wh/kg), to Nickel-cadmium (40-60 Wh/kg), to Nickel-metal hydride (30-80
Wh/kg), to Lithium-ion batteries (80-250 Wh/kg) [3].
At the same time as batteries were being developed for portable electronics in other
industries, vehicle manufacturers continued to integrate more and more electronic
accessories into their production vehicles. These ranged from headlights, to
telematics, to motorized windows and doors, to stereos and other infotainment
systems. All of these electrical loads required larger alternators and batteries to be
included in these vehicles.
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Although the relative cost of gasoline was extremely low during the infancy of the
automobile, increased demand since then has driven prices up, and with it, the
incentive to make automobiles more efficient has become a serious priority. With a
simple examination of where energy is wasted in a conventional vehicle, it can be
seen that there are 4 major areas of recoupable loss: conventional braking, waste
heat, using the engine in inefficient load regions, and idling [4].
Because internal combustion is not a practically reversible process, energy cannot
be recovered from these sources of loss and used later. On the other hand, electric
motors and batteries are capable of bi-directional operation, and so recovery of lost
energy is very much a possibility. Even without relying on batteries to provide
significant range, simple hybridization strategies such as regenerative braking,
engine start-stop, and offsetting low efficiency load regions can go a long way to
boosting fuel economy. This type of hybridization has proven to be worthwhile with
the successes of the Toyota Prius, Honda Insight, hybrid buses and many others.
With the revolution in portable electronics and huge leaps in battery energy density
and affordability along with the general electrification of systems within vehicles
and hybridization, electric vehicles have begun to make their natural resurgence
toward the end of the 20th century and into the 21st century. This has been seen with
the introduction of the EV1, Tesla Roadster, Chevy Volt, Nissan Leaf, and the Tesla
Model S.
1.1.3 Battery Packs
Each of these hybrid and electric vehicles carries with it an electrical accumulator
composed of batteries, capacitors, or both that commands a considerable portion of
the cost of electrification. For hybrids, the battery pack system makes up about 35%
of the overall cost of hybrid components [5]. These packs are not only costly from a
materials standpoint, but also from the development perspective. One of the main
reasons they are so complicated is because there are about as many ways to design
a battery pack as there are ways to skin a metaphorical cat. The designer is faced
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with a very long list of options where the distinctions between choices are
sometimes unclear: What chemistry is right for this application? What form factor
should the cells be? How much capacity should the cells have? What depth of
discharge is acceptable? Are high-power, or high-energy cells right? Should they be
small, medium, or large cells? What should the arrangement of these cells be
electrically? How should they be oriented physically? How many cells should be
placed in a module? How many modules per pack? How should they be cooled?
Should they be cooled at all? Do they need to be monitored? How should they be
fused? The list goes on and on.
While every pack in existence has come into being through the answering of all of
these questions, that doesn't mean that they were all answered optimally. Each
question is answered at the cost of many engineering hours, and even then, a perfect
answer to every question is unlikely at best. In other words, engineers can
successfully develop a battery pack that will work for a given application, but the
chances the pack itself is optimal are slim.
1.2 Motivation
1.2.1 Difficulty and cost of pack design
If we start to dig into the problem of pack design, we can begin to see why battery
pack design can be so difficult. No one cell in existence exhibits all the desirable
traits. While this type of problem is not unique to battery packs, it is particularly
noticeable here because automotive applications tend to push the limits on what
today's battery technology is capable of. Cars accelerate quickly, require long range,
are used for hundreds of thousands of miles, and are sold with low cost margins.
Therefore, they demand components that are high-power, high-energy, lightweight,
high-endurance, and low cost. While a battery pack can easily deliver 3 or maybe
even 4 of these traits, it is safe to say that no current solution will grant all 5. This is
where trade-offs begin to come in.
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One of the most significant trade-offs in batteries today is between power and
energy. Due to the nature of a battery's construction, the more energy that a cell of a
given chemistry can hold, the less power it will be able to produce. This
phenomenon will be discussed more in the following chapters, but the bottom line is
that a pack capable of being cycled at high C rates will necessarily be less energy
dense than one of the same chemistry that is only capable of lower C rates [6].
Ultracaps, on the other hand, are only capable of holding 10 to 20 times less energy
than lithium-ion batteries per unit mass, but they excel in other areas. Perhaps their
greatest advantage over lithium-ion cells is their ability to produce relatively high C
rates with little to no detriment to life [7]. What this all translates to, is that
ultracaps are very cost effective per kW, but not per kWh.
A natural question becomes, "Could we somehow combine ultracaps with batteries
to create a very energy dense pack that is still capable of high peak loads?" The
simple answer is yes.
A much more interesting question is if and when this type of blended battery pack is
cost effective. What applications and drive cycles, if any, would require a pack of this
sort? Are there cases when a blended pack could be cheaper than a single cell-type
solution? The answers to these questions are much more complex, and are very
dependent on the particular usage case.
Another interesting degree of freedom in pack design is where to parallelize within
the battery pack. A certain type of cell may come in several different capacities. A
designer has the freedom to choose a smaller capacity cell and parallel the cells on
the pack level to reach the full pack capacity, or choose a larger capacity cell where
parallel connections are made on a cell level. While this does very little to change
the pack from an electrical standpoint, it brings up many interesting mechanical
questions: How will the number of cells for a constant pack capacity, and therefore
total surface area of the pack, affect the design of the thermal management system
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for the pack? How does cell count affect the safety of the pack? Will the overall cost
of the pack change with respect to cell size?
Pure Series Series - Parallel x 3 Series - Parallel x N
S VS V S VP
P=1 P=3 P=N
Figure 1: Pack cell size spectrum
A pack designer may have the option of choosing a large cell or a small cell for a
given application, but the pack level implications of this choice are not totally
obvious.
1.2.2 Need for fundamental understanding of battery pack design
With all these uncertainties in battery pack design known, it becomes clear that
there is a certain lack of a fundamental understanding of the intricacies of battery
packs, and how the various component parameters interact at the pack level.
1.2.3 Need for battery pack design tools
The purpose of this thesis is to take a closer look at these fundamental issues of
battery pack design, make justifiable generalizations and simplifications of the
problems, and draw some conclusions based on a few different usage cases.
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Chapter 2 Energy Storage Fundamentals
In order to understand the greater, system level issues at hand, we must first take a
look at the composition and operation of the cells that compose a blended battery
pack. This section is not meant to provide a comprehensive overview. The main
purpose is to introduce the minimum amount of background necessary to
understand the problems addressed in the later chapters of this thesis. Lithium-ion
batteries and ultracapacitors will be discussed.
2.1 Lithium-ion batteries
2.1.1 Operation
Lithium-ion batteries store electrical energy through reversible electrochemical
reactions. When the battery is being charged, an external voltage is applied that
forces lithium-ions to migrate from the positive electrode to the negative electrode.
During discharge, the reverse process occurs as lithium-ions migrate back from the
negative to the positive electrode, which allows current to flow through an external
circuit.
Lithium-ion batteries also exhibit a relatively flat voltage discharge curve with
respect to other battery technologies such as lead acid (Figure 2). Because of this,
cell voltage alone cannot accurately be used to predict cell state of charge (SOC).
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Discharge Characteristics at 23'C
4.0
3.5
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2.5
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0 2.0 2.5
Figure 2: Lithium-ion voltage vs. Ah discharge curve (source: A123)
2.1.2 Cell components
These cells are composed of many different components that serve several different
functions. On a high level, the main components of the cell are the anode, cathode,
separator, and can (or other case material) [8].
Structure of Lithium-ion Battery
Cathode cover Cathode lead
- Safety vent
Gasket PTC Seperator
Insulator
Pin Anode Anode lead
container
Figure 3: Diagram of Li-ion cell components (source: gm-volt.com)
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Both the anode and cathode are broken down further into active material and
current collectors. The active materials provide a storage lattice for the lithium-ions,
and the current collectors provide a conductive path for electrical current to pass in
and out of the cell. The ratio of the total volume of current collector to active
material is the main determining factor for the power capability of the cell. The
separator provides a non-conductive barrier that prevents the anode and cathode
from shorting out, while still allowing the lithium-ions to migrate. Finally, the can
provides the structural backbone for the cell (among other functions) [9].
2.1.3 Power/Energy Trade-off
Because each of these components carries out a specific function, and they are all
competing to fill a fixed volume, trade-offs must inevitably be made. For a given
power capability cell using a given chemistry, the conductive current collectors
must have sufficient cross sectional area to handle the required current. Assuming
all the other cell components are already volumetrically minimized and unaffected
by power capacity, an increase in power capability translates to an increase in the
volume of current collectors, and therefore must cause a corresponding decrease in
the volume of active material. Since the active material actually stores energy, this
means that an increase in power density for a given cell causes a corresponding
decrease in energy density. The result is that one must make sacrifices in energy
density to achieve the required power density.
2.1.4 Cell equivalent circuit
There are many different approaches to modeling the electrical behavior of lithium-
ion cells. These range from physics based models, which try to derive the cell's
behavior from first principles to equivalent circuit models, which approximate the
cell as an electric circuit and empirically fit the component values for the particular
cell. In general, the more accurate the model, the more computationally intense that
model becomes [10].
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For the purposes of simulation in this thesis, the cell will be viewed as a simple open
circuit voltage in series with an internal resistance. While this is only a first order
model, and does not capture dynamic behavior of the cell, it greatly simplifies
computation, which brings down simulation times. Other, more complicated models
can be used, but the associated cost of simulation time is considered more harmful
than the small increase in modeling accuracy for this analysis.
Vbatt = Voc + ibatt - Rseries
Rseries
Voc Electrical load
Figure 4: Cell equivalent circuit
2.2 Ultracapacitors
2.2.1 Operation
Unlike lithium-ion batteries, ultracapacitors have the ability to store charge
electrostatically through electric fields, just like conventional parallel plate
capacitors. Although they closely resemble capacitors, ultracapacitors have several
notable features that differentiate them from standard capacitors, and allow them to
have much greater energy densities (-10 times less energy dense than lithium-ion
batteries) [7].
Instead of relying on a thin oxide insulator (10-100 nm) between two flat
electrodes, an ultracapacitor has two conductors that are separated by an extremely
thin (0.3-0.5 nm) insulating double layer that forms between the dielectric and the
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electrodes [7]. Additionally, the flat parallel plates are replaced with activated
carbon, which has orders of magnitude higher surface area. Decreasing the
separation thickness (d) to such small levels, and increasing the surface area (A)
allows the capacitance to increase proportionally, as the parallel plate capacitance
equation shows.
EA
C = 
-d
Pseudocapacitance also contributes to the additional capacitance of ultracapacitors
when compared to traditional parallel plate capacitors. This property allows
additional charge to be stored through fast redox reactions in the electrolyte [11].
2.2.2 Components
Ultracapacitors look very similar to lithium-ion batteries except that the active
lithium-ion material is replaced with activated carbon, which stores electrons
instead of ions. Just like batteries, they are composed of parallel layers that can be
wound up into a roll and contained in a can, or stacked up to form a rectangular
package.
On a high level, an ultracapacitor is composed of two activated carbon electrodes, a
separator, and a dielectric in a can.
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5
7.
9. 4
10-6
9,
Schematic construction of a wound supercapacitor
1.Terminals, 2.Safety vent, 3.Sealing disc,
4.Aluminum can, 5.Positive pole, 6.Separator,
7.Carbon electrode, 8.Collector, 9.Carbon
electrode, 10.Negative pole
Figure 5: Ultracapacitor components (source: wikipedia.org)
2.2.3 Power density
Because ultracapacitors rely heavily on electrostatic energy storage, they do not
have the same rate limitations as lithium-ion batteries. Current ultracapacitors offer
power densities on the order of 7 kW/kg whereas high-power lithium-ion cells offer
power densities closer to 3-5 kW/kg.
2.2.4 Energy limitation
Although ultracapacitors can output substantially higher powers per kilogram, this
gain comes at a very high-energy cost. Ultracapacitors are currently on the order of
10 times less energy dense than high-power lithium-ion cells.
2.2.5 Cycle life
With power as a clear advantage, and energy as a clear disadvantage with respect to
lithium-ion batteries, there is still a question of cycle life. When maintained within
certain operating conditions, ultracapacitors do not degrade noticeably as a result of
cycling, but rather as a function of time [12]. Because of this property,
ultracapacitors can be cycled hundreds of thousands of times within their lifetime
19
with very little degradation in performance. This is much different from lithium-ion
batteries, which tend to have cycle life measured in the thousands of cycles [12].
20
Chapter 3 Battery Pack Fundamentals
Due to electrochemical limits, single battery cells can only be charged to certain
maximum voltages. Voltages greater than the max run the risk of causing permanent
damage to the cell, or even catastrophic failure. For lithium-ion batteries, the
working maximum voltage tends to be somewhere around 4.2 volts [13].
Unfortunately, automotive applications require much higher voltages - usually on
the order of 300 volts. Achieving voltages on this order means that cells must be
connected in series in relatively large numbers. Depending on the capacity of the
selected cell, and the required capacity of the pack, these strings of cells must then
be connected in parallel. This necessity for series and parallel connections is the
main reason that cells must be arranged into packs. While this may sound somewhat
trivial, there are many complications that make the organization of lithium-ion cells
into robust packs very difficult. The different components in a pack and the general
process of pack design will be discussed in the following chapter along with the
associated difficulties.
3.1 Operation
For multi-cell applications such as hybrid and electric vehicles, many battery cells
must be electrically connected in series and parallel to form battery packs capable of
relatively high voltages and high capacities. From an engineering standpoint,
lithium-ion cells are rather delicate and perhaps even a little temperamental.
Because of this, the battery pack itself must cater directly to the needs of cells, while
still providing the desired outputs. These cells must be robustly mounted, protected
from the external environment, and sufficiently cooled (in accordance with cell
design temperature). In addition, all cells must be monitored and balanced to ensure
that they stay within the cell voltage, current, and temperature limits.
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3.2 Pack components
A battery pack can be broken down into many different components that address all
the needs listed above and more. Before we go through the general design process,
we'll first briefly describe the main components of a lithium-ion battery pack.
3.2.1 Cells
As described in the previous chapter, the battery cells are the components that
actually store the electrical energy within a pack. Unfortunately, this is all they really
do, with no additional built-in intelligence. If they are simply wired up and loaded
without additional support, they will inevitably destroy themselves. They act like
devoted, energy storing servants who are incapable of saying no to their master
(where the master is the electric load). If the load demands a high current that will
burn them up, they'll obliviously try to do so, resulting in their own destruction. The
same goes for overvoltage, undervoltage, overheating, and so forth. They may be
faithful, but they certainly aren't trusty. They must always be watched and cared for,
and the other components in a battery pack take on the role of caretakers.
Cells come in many shapes, sizes, and flavors. Even under the umbrella of lithium-
ion, there are many different chemistries: lithium iron phosphate, lithium cobalt
oxide, lithium manganese oxide, etc. Regardless of chemistry type, these cells can be
fabricated into can cells, pouch cells, or prismatic cells. This choice of form factor
will greatly affect the overall battery pack design. Even with chemistry and form
factor fixed, there is still the additional degree of freedom of capacity. Any form
factor can be scaled up or down to accommodate more or less capacity.
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Figure 6: Different lithium-ion form factors (source: Panasonic)
3.2.2 Modules
If the cells are relatively small with respect to the size of the pack, it may be wise to
first package them into modules before wiring them all up into a pack. Sometimes, it
may even be necessary to first create groups of cells called cellblocks that will
assemble into modules, which can then be assembled into the pack. There are many
reasons why this is a good idea, but to name a few: it can simplify assembly of the
overall pack, increase safety, and ease service.
In addition to mechanically holding cells, modules can contain fuses, relays, sensors
for battery management, and generally define the modular cooling structure.
Figure 7: Lithium-ion module (source: Boston Power)
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3.2.3 Cooling system
Because cells are inherently inefficient (as the IR circuit model suggests), they are
constantly heating up, and if this heat is not properly managed, the maximum cell
temperature may be breached. This is only a problem when currents are relatively
high, and so the heat output of the cells exceeds the rate at which heat natural flows
out of the battery pack. For example, cell phones require very little electrical
current, and so the battery can sufficiently be cooled by natural convection and
conduction. When C rates become much higher, as in hybrid and electric vehicles,
forced convection or some other form of active cooling system must be utilized.
These active cooling systems usually manifest themselves as either air-cooling or
liquid cooling. Regardless of how the pack designers choose to remove the heat, they
must ensure that the system can remove enough heat in the worst conditions to
keep the pack running smoothly. If the cooling system is insufficient, then the pack
must be externally derated to prevent the cells from overheating. On the other hand,
if the pack is operating in extreme cold, the cells may need to be heated. This is
generally less of an issue because the cells can self-heat once in use, but this
scenario must still be considered.
3.2.4 Battery management system
Since the cells will obediently destroy themselves if asked to by an external load, a
system of sensors and logic is required to prevent such failures. A battery
management system for a lithium-ion battery pack generally serves several
purposes: detect cell voltage to prevent overvoltage and undervoltage, detect cell
temperature for thermal management, measure current for state of charge (SOC)
estimation, and balance series cell voltages for maximum energy utilization [14].
Each of these functions will now be discussed individually.
In most cases, every single series cell or group of parallel cells must have voltage
monitoring. If the cells could be considered exactly identical, then this would be
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unnecessary, because one could simple measure the voltage of a whole string of
series cells, and then divide by the number of cells to get the cell voltage. Because
every cell is slightly different, however, internal resistances and capacities vary
from cell to cell, and so different cells in any given string of cells have slightly
different voltages and SOCs. Needless to say, parallel cells must remain at the same
voltage; so only one voltage probe is required for any group of parallel cells.
If any cell starts to exceed the maximum cell voltage during charge, that cell must be
balanced back down so that the rest of the pack can continue to charge. This can be
easily achieved using a switched parallel resistor (Figure 8) for each series cell or
parallel cell group. Without balancing, an extraneously high cell would limit the
charge, and the pack would not be able to reach full utilization. On discharge, the
lowest cell voltage will determine when the entire pack is depleted, so it is also
convenient to charge that cell up using energy from surrounding cells. This can be
achieved using small DC-DC converters between cells, although this is not always
feasible due to cost limitations [15].
Ideal Switch
Batterg
Figure 8: Switched parallel resistor
For the best performance and life, all cells must be kept within a certain
temperature range. Because the pack will inevitably have hot spots due to coolant
loops or airflow routing, it is necessary to measure the temperature at several
points within the pack. This may be done for each module, cellblock, or even cell.
Temperature measurements can be realized cheaply using thermistors, and the
feedback from these sensors can be used to regulate fan or pump speeds (or duty
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cycles). Having an array of temperature sensors is important for measuring the
change in temperature (delta T) across the pack, and insuring that it remains within
specifications. During the validation process, this delta T data is also useful for
predicting battery life for a given drive cycle. If the maximum cell temperature
exceeds the design limits, and the cooling system cannot sufficiently bring the
temperature down, the pack can be externally derated to prevent damage to the
cells.
Finally, every series string should be monitored with a current sensor. This data can
be used for several purposes. The BMS should ensure that no string exceeds the
maximum design current. Because the voltage discharge curve is relatively flat (as
mentioned previously), SOC cannot be estimated based on voltage alone, and so the
current measurements are used in combination with voltage data to calculate a
more accurate pack SOC. During pack development and validation, the RMS current
data is also very useful in calculating battery life.
3.2.5 Bus bars
Bus bars provide the electrical connections between cells, cellblocks, and modules.
For connections between cells, these are generally constructed out of nickel sheet
metal and welded to the cell tabs or case. Sometimes, fusible links are incorporated
into parallel connections between cells to protect against internal shorts. Coated
copper bars are common for connections between modules. Although these
components are rather simple, care is given (especially for fusible links) to ensure
that materials are minimized while still fulfilling specifications.
3.2.6 Fuses
In case an external short is applied to the battery pack, fuses must be incorporated
into the design. Many times the pack fuse is easily removable from the outside and
doubles as a lockout-tagout device. Because lithium-ion batteries are very sensitive
to high currents, these fuses must be very fast acting.
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3.2.7 Contactors
Contactors or relays are used to electrically disconnect the battery pack when not in
use, or in the event of a failure. It is good practice to have a contactor on both the
high side and the low side of the pack.
3.2.8 External enclosure
All of these components need to be protected from the environment and rigidly
mounted. The external enclosure provides both of these functions. Depending on the
application, enclosures can be constructed from plastic, metal, or even fiberglass.
3.3 Pack design and construction
Battery pack design and validation is a very long and expensive process. Even with
all the external pack parameters defined, there are practically infinite ways to build
a pack that meets those goals (because there are so many degrees of freedom).
Building any given pack that fulfills the needs is challenging in itself, but
determining what pack might meet all the needs in the most cost effective and
efficient way is virtually impossible.
Before we go about trying to determine an optimal architecture, it may be useful to
discuss a general methodology in which packs can be designed.
3.3.1 Pack parameters
Before anything within the battery pack can be defined, the external requirements
must be given. A nominal, minimum, and maximum pack voltage must be specified.
Total pack capacity (energy), peak power capability, maximum weight, maximum
volume, critical dimensions, maximum total cell cost, and target recharge time must
be known. Finally, the characteristic drive cycle and required operating life of the
pack should be specified.
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3.3.2 Design methodology
Difficulties
Even with all the pack parameters defined, it is still very likely that no obvious
solution exists. One of the main problems that makes the battery pack design
process so challenging is that a great deal of work must be done before potential
solutions can even be eliminated. Battery cell manufacturers, for example, don't
supply enough useful information on their cells for designers to determine how the
cell will function for their application. The specification sheets provide a few tidbits
of information, but realistically, the designer must obtain a few sample cells, and
test them using their characteristic drive cycle (among other tests) to really see how
they will perform.
Many choices must be made upfront that will completely change the architecture of
the pack, and without some set of general design rules, it can be very difficult to
predict what costs will be incurred based on these decisions. A pack using small
cylindrical cells will have very different design challenges from a pack composed of
large pouch cells. Because of this, many important decisions must be made early on
using relatively arbitrary reasoning.
Overview of a generic step-by-step process
In order to see how a pack might be designed using a conventional design process, a
generic design procedure will be outlined in the following section.
Pack parameter definition
The overall pack parameters can be obtained by examining the overall system
requirements, and the interfaces to the battery pack, which may be constrained by
other components.
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The DC interface to the motor controller generally defines the minimum, maximum,
and nominal voltage requirements of the pack. Those motor controller voltage limits
in turn, are defined by the necessary power and speed requirements of the drive
motor and vehicle itself.
The required battery power capability (and therefore current capability with the
voltage limits defined) is constrained by the maximum current required to the
motor controller at some voltage. These current and power requirements are
derived from a torque and speed requirement of the drive motor, which are derived
from some acceleration and maximum speed requirements of the vehicle.
A general range in miles and estimated energy use/mile of the vehicle are multiplied
to give an estimated energy requirement for the pack. This can also be derived from
the characteristic drive cycle. The actual process used to calculate energy may be
much more complicated (especially in the case of hybrids), but this gives the general
idea.
The max weight will be defined based on performance constraints of the vehicle,
and the amount of weight allotted for energy storage in the "mass budget" of the
vehicle.
The max volume will be constrained based on the envelope available in the vehicle
for energy storage.
The location of the pack within the vehicle may cause the pack to be constrained in
some specific dimension. For example, a pack located under the floor of a vehicle
will need to be very flat.
Based on the total vehicle target cost, and the projected costs of other systems
within the vehicle, the battery pack may have some maximum allowable cost. With
this cost in mind, a rule of thumb can be used to estimate the total allowable cost of
all the cells.
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Depending on the target market of the vehicle, users may require a quick recharge
time, or may be able to tolerate an overnight charge. This requirement could drive
the designer to pick a higher power cell, or add more parallel strings than previously
anticipated due to peak forward power.
Based on the usage case, a certain characteristic drive cycle (velocity or power
versus time) may be chosen which exemplifies the target application. High-power
spikes, starts and stops, top speed, maximum acceleration, regenerative braking,
and any other characteristic features of the usage case can all be contained in this
drive cycle. This cycle can embody time dependent features that are difficult to
represent through other singular pack parameters. Once the characteristic drive
cycle is defined, the designer can use the cycle to verify that a proposed pack
configuration will actually suit the application.
Based on customer expectations, a vehicle manufacturer will design for a certain
number of years of useful product life. Usually, this expected life will be backed up
by a warranty, and so it is very important that the battery pack will live long enough
to outlast this warranty period. The pack designer takes this expected life and
translates it to a minimum lifetime energy throughput. Assuming certain operating
conditions, the designer must verify that a proposed pack arrangement will survive.
Cell selection
Once all the pack parameters are defined, the designer must venture out into the
vast marketplace of available cells, obtain as much information about likely
candidates as possible through spec sheets and conversations with suppliers, and
narrow the pool down to a manageable number to actually acquire and test.
This can be a very overwhelming process because of the shear number of choices
available. Many different cell chemistries are available, each coming in different
form factors and sizes.
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Each cell chemistry type has unique advantages and disadvantages. Some offer high
cycle life, some offer high-power capability, some offer very high energy density
capability, some can recharge quickly, some have very flat discharge curves, and
some are cheaper than others, to name a few. In some sense, the designer chooses
properties that the cell exhibits, not the chemistry itself.
As discussed in the previous chapter, the limits for power density and energy
density of a particular cell are defined by the chemistry, but within those limits, the
energy and power density are determined by the design of that particular cell. For
this reason, there may be several types of cells of different chemistries that offer
suitable characteristics for the application.
Chemistry selection will also define the voltage limits of the cell, which will be
important when determining the total number series cells.
Table 1: Properties of various lithium-ion chemistries [161
Chemistry Cell voltage Ah/gm Energy density Cycle life Thermal
Anode/cathode Max/nom. Anode/cathode Wh/kg ( stability
Graphite/ fairly
NiCoMnO2  4.2/3.6 .36/.18 100-170 2000-3000 stable
Graphite/ fairly
Mnspinel 4.0/3.6 .36/.11 100-120 1000 stable
Graphite/ least
NiCoAIO; 4.2/3.6 .36/.18 100-150 2000-3000 stable
Graphite/
iron phohate 3.65/3.25 .36/.16 90-115 >3000 stable
Lithium titanate/ most
Mn spinel 2.8/2.4 .18/.11 60-75 >5000 stable
Somewhat independent of cell chemistry, cells are sold in many different shapes.
These form factors are defined by how the parallel layers in the cell are stacked,
wound, and bound. The most popular types today are cylindrical can cells, pouch
cells, and prismatic cells. For any given chemistry, changing the form factor has less
effect on the properties of the cell (energy density, power capability, etc.) than it
does on the design of the battery pack.
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Pouch cells, for example, can be incorporated into a relatively simple stacked
module design due to their flat shape, but they also require external compression
because the cell casing does not keep them from bulging over the lifetime of the cell.
Cylindrical cells, on the other hand, may not be as straight forward to stack up into a
module, but they require no external compression.
On top of chemistry and form factor, there is a third degree of freedom in cell
selection. The pack designer must decide what capacity each cell should have. In the
end, the pack must still reach the desired capacity, so the question is whether to
make the parallel connections at the cell level, or at the pack level.
Making more parallel connections at the pack level (smaller cells) requires more bus
bars and a higher cell count overall. This may increase the complexity of the pack,
but it also allows the designer to be more flexible with the shape and
compartmentalization of pack, which is important for safety considerations. A
higher cell count will also translate to a higher overall pack surface area, which may
have implications on the ease of cooling the pack.
Larger cells, on the other hand, have more parallel connections made internal to the
cell, but grant the designer less flexibility in shaping and cooling the pack.
For instance, if a pack needs to be divided into two separate containers, using a
large cell with only one series string will require each enclosure to contain half the
pack voltage. Alternatively, a cell of half the size could allow the designer to have
two series strings, with each separate container holding an entire string with the
whole pack voltage. This is not to say that one way or the other is better in general,
but having the flexibility to make such a decision may be useful.
At this stage in the design of the pack, it is very difficult to foresee what cell size will
be best from a pack standpoint. Since cells are not usually offered in a wide selection
of sizes (for a given type), it is likely that the designer will select a cell more based
on other properties such as energy density, life capability, and power density. It
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would be nice, however, if the designer had a tool which would analyze the effects of
cell size for any given cell type, and show them what size might be favorable.
Cell electrical configuration
With the overall pack parameters known, and the cell selected, the next step is to
determine how the cells will be laid out electrically within the pack.
A starting place for the number of series cells can be determined rather easily by
taking the nominal voltage of the pack and dividing it by the nominal voltage of the
cell, and rounding it off to the nearest whole number. The designer has some
freedom to adjust this number up or down as long as the max charge voltage of the
cells does not exceed the maximum specified pack voltage and the min discharge
voltage of all the cells does not dip below the minimum specified pack voltage.
Vpackmin (Vpacknom Vpackmax
cell_min cellnom cellmax
If the pack voltage limits allow, this freedom to adjust the number of series cells can
be used as a means of adding or subtracting power and energy capacity to the pack.
Of course, if the designer does not wish to utilize the full SOC range of the cells, the
voltage range of the cells can exceed the voltage range of the pack. This just means
that the cells will be operating in an SOC range that is less than their full capability
(which could have life implications).
With the number of series cells fixed, the number of parallel strings can be
determined based on the required energy, life, or power capacity of the pack
depending on which factor is limiting.
The designer must ensure that the cells will be able to deliver enough energy for the
vehicle to meet the design target for range. This range in miles will have already
been translated into a number of watt hours for the pack parameters, so all that is
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left to do is to take the number watt hours and divide by the total available energy in
one string of cells rounded up.
PEnergy = round Whpack
Knowing the maximum power requirement and the voltage range of the pack based
on the number of series cells, the maximum required pack current can be
determined. To calculate the number of parallel cells needed to supply this current,
one must simply take the overall pack current and divide it by the maximum current
rating of the selected cell, rounded up.
PCurrent = round (I pack
'cell'
Perhaps the most complicated constraint on the number of parallel cells is the life
constraint. It is the most difficult to nail down because there are many factors that
affect the life of the cells including RMS current of the characteristic drive cycle and
operating temperature. Because the cooling system hasn't been designed yet, the
designer will most likely rely on the root mean square (RMS) current using some
assumed battery operating temperature. This constraint looks very similar to the
maximum power constraint, except that it deals with RMS instead of peak values.
The baseline value for the RMS current can be calculated by taking the characteristic
drive cycle, finding the RMS power, and dividing that by the expected voltage. Then,
the designer can calculate the required number of parallel cells by taking the pack
RMS current and dividing that by the maximum allowable cell RMS current for the
desired lifetime.
P Life = round RMS(Ipack)ud(R MS(Iceul)
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Because the pack must have enough parallel cells to meet all three of the above
constraints, the maximum of the three can be taken as the required number of
parallel strings.
P = max (PEnergy, Pcurrent, PLife)
Modules
Now that the electrical configuration (number of series and parallel cells) is defined
the designer can start to consider how the cells will be physically arranged in the
pack. Generally, the first step is to divide the cells up into modules. This is not a
necessary step if the number of cells is small, but for automotive battery packs, the
number of cells is usually quite large.
Many factors must be considered when deciding on the size of a battery module. The
modules should be large enough to allow easy assembly of the pack and minimize
non-energy storing module materials, but not too large that the module is difficult to
handle or service is impractical. It is convenient to choose a number of modules that
divides evenly with the number of total cells so that each module contains the same
number of cells. For safety reasons, it may also be desirable to keep individual
modules at or below a certain voltage so they can be assembled and shipped under
less stringent, low voltage regulations (usually below 48 volts).
If one is designing many different battery packs for various applications, it is wise to
create a module capable of being used across several or all of the packs. In this case,
the number of series cells will most likely be rounded off to the nearest multiple of
series cells per module.
Modules often times incorporate a modular portion of the battery management
system. This may consist of a printed circuit board (PCB) that receives inputs from
each cell terminal and a number of thermistors for monitoring temperature. The
BMS module board will measure the voltage across each cell, balance any
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extraneous cells (usually using switched parallel resistors), translate thermistor
values to temperatures, and relay all this data back to a central pack BMS board,
most likely via a networking protocol such as CAN (controller area network).
In order to make electrical connections within the module, bus bars must be
designed. For cell-to-cell connections, these generally take the form of sheets of
nickel stamped into the appropriate shape. The cross-sectional area must be large
enough to reduce the resistance of the tabs to an acceptable level. This can be
calculated using simple resistivity formula.
1
R = p
Often times, these bus bars will incorporate narrowed regions that function as built
in failure points (fusible links) in the case of a short between parallel cells. These
fusible links are rather straightforward to design, but they must be carefully tested
to ensure that they fail under the desired conditions, but are robust under normal
conditions.
The cell bus bars are usually welded onto the cell casing or tabs using ultrasonic,
capacitive discharge, or laser welding. This is relatively easy to specify in the design,
but can prove to be one of the most difficult elements to control in the actual
production process.
Finally, the module must provide a modular means for cooling the cells. In practice,
the method of implementation can vary quite substantially from one design to the
next. This can be as simple as air passageways so that air can circulate throughout
the pack, or it can take the form of thermally conductive passageways to pull the
heat out of the cells to be cooled by a liquid coolant loop.
Modular cooling system designs are generally designed using rules of thumb and
then initially validating using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software. Designs
can be iterated on until the CFD software predicts pressure drop and flow rate
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within the specification limits. Later, the design will be need to be verified
experimentally.
Pack integration
The final step in the generic pack design process is to integrate all the modules
together into the overall pack. If the modules are designed well, this should be a
fairly simple process.
All the modules need to be fastened down such that they are secure, can be easily
wired together, and can be cooled sufficiently.
For air-cooling in general, fans or a blower force air through a plenum, which
divides the airflow into each set of modules. In liquid-cooled designs, it is common
for modules to be mounted on top of a cooling plate, which coolant flows through.
Regardless of the type of cooling, the designer must ensure that the pack can be
cooled to the specified cell temperature in the worst-case conditions.
The designer must keep in mind that as the air or liquid circulates throughout the
system, it will increase in temperature, and so the amount of cooling will decrease
along the path (and cell temperature will increase). The effect of this is that long
series coolant paths will result in large temperature gradients (delta T) across the
pack. This can be the source of several problems. Hot spots can cause the pack to
require derating earlier than necessary, and because cells age faster or slower
depending on the operating temperature, the pack may have a decreased lifespan. In
order to avoid this, coolant paths should be parallelized as much as is practical to
bring the maximum delta T within the specified value (on the order of 5 degrees
Celsius).
The modules must also be connected electrically with pack level bus bars. These are
usually constructed out of copper bars that are coated in electrically insulating
material. Just like the cell-to-cell connections these bus bars should be properly
sized to minimize resistive losses, but not to the point where they become
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excessively expensive. This can be easily looked up on a table such as the following
one.
Table 2: Bus bar ampacities (source: copper.org)
No. of Bars Thickness Width
11/8 %A
S
1/2
2
11/4 'A
1A
2%
3
3%
4
6
8
1 38 1
IA
2
2%
3
4
6
8
1 1/2 1
1%
2
3
4
6
8
2 1/4 2
3
4
6
8
Cross-section Area(cm)
79.6
119.4
159.2
238.7
318.3
159.2
318.3
477.5
636.6
795.8
954.9
1,114.0
1273.0
1,910.0
2,546.0
477.5
716.2
954,9
1,194.0
1,432.0
1,910.0
2,865.0
3,820.0
636.6
954.9
1273.0
1,910.0
2,546.0
3,820.0
5,093.0
1273.0
1,910.0
2,546.0
3,820.0
5,093.0
Ampacty Coppr
A' B2
154 152
215 212
275 271
390 385
503 496
238 234
409 403
572 564
731 721
887 869
1,040 1,019
1,192 1,152
1,342 1.295
1,931 1,820
3,092 2,828
524 517
724 714
919 906
1,110 1,087
1298 1,272
1,667 1,612
2,388 2.250
3,092 2,828
632 622
863 851
1,088 1,073
1,523 1,494
1,951 1,887
2,783 2,623
3,596 3,289-
1,301 1,259
1,834 1,735
2,350 2,163
3,352 2,937
4,325 3,583
A pack level BMS controller will most likely be required. This PCB will read all the
network signals from the module BMS boards and provide many functions, such as:
calculate the SOC based on voltage and some pack level current sensor inputs
(which also need to be specified and included in the pack design), open or close pack
contactors based on if the pack is within the normal operating region (for
temperature, voltage, current, and SOC), output fault codes to the vehicle level
controller, and control the pack cooling system (pump, fans, or blower).
The battery pack must have contactors that can be opened or closed depending on
whether the vehicle is in use, and if the BMS determines that the pack is safe to use.
The contactors need to be sized to withstand the full current and voltage of the pack.
Generally, it is good practice to put one contactor on both the positive and negative
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side of the battery pack. This will minimize the chance of any type of accidental live
voltage outside the pack. A pack designer will usually source the contactors from an
outside supplier. A pre-charge circuit may also be included if the external load
requires it. This will ensure that any empty capacitors in the vehicle motor drive will
be charged slowly through a power resistor instead of causing any huge inrush or
outrush currents. If the motor drive already has a pre-charge circuit, then the
battery pack may not require one.
In case of any external shorts across the entire battery pack that are too fast for
contactors to be opened, or in the event of the contactors failing closed, a fast
blowing pack fuse must be included to prevent any damage to the cells. The fuse
should be rated slightly above the maximum expected pack current, but not above
the rated max current of the cells. For serviceability, the pack fuse should be easily
accessible from the outside of the pack, and might even double as a lock-out tag-out
device for when the vehicle is being serviced. As with the contactors, pack fuses are
generally sourced from external suppliers.
Finally, an enclosure is required to keep the pack safe from the outside
environment. Depending on the location in the vehicle, the enclosure may need to be
rigid, crash resistant, weather proof, waterproof, or shield the pack from
electromagnetic interference. Depending on the application, enclosures are
generally made from steel, aluminum, plastic, carbon fiber, or fiberglass.
3.4 Blended battery packs
Although battery packs with a single type of energy storage may seem complicated
enough as is, it's possible that for a particular application, some combination of two
or more types of energy storage may be more cost effective over the lifetime of the
pack. For example, instead of choosing a high-power lithium-ion battery, perhaps a
blended pack composed of high-energy lithium-ion cells and ultracapacitors would
have better performance, life, or lower cost.
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With conventional battery packs, the amount of power delivered to or from the
battery must be equal to the instantaneous load. Using two sources instead of one
allows a whole new degree of freedom. The sum of the power outputs of the two
sources must still equal the load, but the ratio between the two can be taken as a
free variable (with active topologies). This ratio can be controlled using different
strategies, which split the power according to the strengths of the two energy
sources. A high energy density source can deliver the bulk of the energy while a high
power density source can filter out any power spikes.
The main drawback of this blended approach is the added layer of complexity. This
additional intricacy makes it even more difficult to determine what the final solution
may look like, how much it will cost, and so forth.
3.4.1 Pack components
Blended battery packs can be seen as two standard battery packs that are
electrically interfaced directly in parallel, series, or using some additional power
electronics.
Power electronics allow the two sources to be coupled, but in an actively controlled
way. These power electronic interfaces can be as simple as a switch (transistor) or
can take the form of a DC-DC converter.
3.4.2 Integration methods
There are practically limitless ways that two sources can be integrated, but for the
purpose of this thesis, only a few general cases will be discussed. Although only
ultracaps and batteries are used as examples here, any two sources can be applied
to these topologies.
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Passive Parallel
A passive parallel coupling simply connects the two sources directly in parallel. This
design is very simple, and requires no power electronics [17, 22, 28], but it also
means that both sources must always have the same voltage, and are controlled only
by their mismatch in impedance [19, 20, 29]. If an ultracap and battery are paired,
this means that very little of the SOC range of the ultracap will actually be used due
to the very different voltage discharge curves of the two. There can also be issues
with the ultracap draining the battery due to relatively high leakage currents [17].
Load LJCap
Figure 9: Passive parallel topology
Battery facing load
Another option is to place one source across the load, and have the other controlled
with a DC-DC converter. When the battery is placed across the load, this is known as
a battery facing load (BFL) topology. Adding a converter decouples the voltages of
the two sources, but also adds additional cost and complexity [20]. Decoupling the
ultracap voltage from the load allows the ultracap to be cycled much more deeply
(greater utilization) [30]. It should also be noted that power electronics are not
100% efficient (~95%), so energy will be lost in both directions for the source
behind the converter. Because the charge curve of a lithium-ion battery is more flat
than an ultracap, this topology provides a relatively stable DC bus [32, 33].
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Figure 10: Battery facing load topology
Ultracap facing load
Taking the BFL and interchanging the positions of the ultracap and the battery
yields the ultracap facing load (UCFL) topology. While the appearance is very
similar, the performance is quite different. Placing the ultracap across the load
means that high-power spikes will be handled more efficiently, but the DC voltage
bus will swing quite widely in the process [27]. It also means that all the energy
coming out or going into the battery is subject to the efficiency drop across the
converter. If the battery is going to handle the bulk of the energy of the cycle, this
could cause the system to be less efficient overall [33].
Figure 11: Ultracap facing load topology
Dual active parallel
Combining the BFL and UCFL yields the dual active parallel (DAP) topology with
both sources behind a DC-DC converter. This architecture offers the greatest
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flexibility with regard to the source voltages and control of the power split between
the two sources, and the DC bus voltage can be selected somewhat arbitrarily [21,
24]. On the other hand, it adds the most complexity, and also requires all power to
be subjected to converter losses [31].
Cag Conv. Conv. t
Figure 12: Dual active parallel topology
Switched series
Taking a slightly different approach, another method is to switch one source in and
out of series with the other. This is known as the switched series (SS) topology.
Switching the ultracap into series with the battery temporarily boosts the voltage of
the blended pack and therefore allows the pack to deliver or soak up bursts of
power. This topology is good when only a very small ultracap is required, and can
have relatively high efficiencies. The disadvantage with this topology is that the DC
bus voltage becomes somewhat discontinuous, and this can complicate the control
of the motor. Adding too much voltage can make the blended pack exceed the
maximum allowable voltage input to the motor controller.
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Figure 13: Switched series topology
3.4.3 Control strategies
Even with a fixed integration topology, the designer must still choose how the
power split between the two sources will be determined. There are practically
limitless strategies for how the power could be split during a drive cycle, but here
are a few heuristics.
Peak shaving
One simple strategy is to define some power thresholds and attempt to assign all
power above a certain threshold to the high-power source, and all power below that
threshold to a high-energy source [24, 34]. This rule is subject to the SOC limitations
of the two sources. In other words, if one source starts to become too charged or too
discharged, the threshold can be adjusted to bring the SOC back down into an
acceptable range. This control strategy is known as peak shaving [35, 37].
Frequency split
Another approach is to decompose the drive cycle into high frequency and low
frequency signals. A simple way to achieve this is by taking a trailing average of the
power demand, and assigning that average value to the high-energy source. The
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difference between the actual demand and the trailing average is assigned to the
high-power source. The length of the trailing average roughly determines the
frequency split between the two sources [32]. If the length of the trailing average is
very long (and the drive cycle is relatively cyclical) the high-energy source will
simply output the average power consumption of the cycle [36].
Model predictive approach
Another possible strategy is the model predictive approach. This strategy attempts
to approach optimal efficiency by using models of the various components in the
system to mathematically compute the optimal power split for any given scenario
[38].
3.4.4 Pack design and control strategy interdependence
Interestingly, the extra degree of freedom that a blended battery pack unlocks also
introduces something of a design paradox. Similar to the question of the chicken and
the egg, there is a partially circular relationship between the necessary hardware
size, and the control strategy being used. Since any amount of power and energy can
be assigned to a source throughout a cycle using the topologies discussed in the
above sections, the hardware should not be fully determined until the best control
strategy is defined. Likewise, the optimal control strategy is somewhat undefined
until the hardware is fully defined. This interdependency of hardware and control
strategy makes it very difficult to determine what the optimally sized hardware for
any given application might be.
So without using some sort of a guess and check strategy for hardware sizing, a
more clever design methodology is required. In order to determine the minimum
cost pack for a given application, we must somehow simultaneously find the optimal
control strategy.
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Chapter 4 Generalization of packs, drive cycles, and usage cases
4.1 Pack generalization
Before we can start optimizing packs in general, we must define some rules for how
a pack will scale both electrically and physically as the cell size or number of cells is
varied. While these simplified rules would never be used to design a production
pack, they will act as rules of thumb for this analysis, and allow various packs to be
quickly compared to each other in a more or less fair way.
4.1.1 Scalable cell wiring architecture
There are many different combinations of ways that cells can be wired up in series
and parallel to form a pack with the same overall capacity, voltage, and power
capability.
In an ideal world where every battery cell in the pack is totally identical throughout
the life of the pack, series cell balancing would be unnecessary, and any of these
series-parallel options would perform the same (as no current would flow between
parallel connections during normal operation). In this case, a battery pack designer
would most likely choose the simplest solution to manufacture (only parallel
connections at the beginning and end of series strings).
Unfortunately, cells are not identical, and therefore require periodic balancing of
series connected cells. To simplify this process, designers often connect parallel cells
first, and then put these parallel blocks in series. This minimizes the number of
required balancing resistors and voltage probes, and also makes the battery
management system something of a fixed cost with respect to various cell size
scenarios for a given set of pack requirements.
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For this reason, the general electrical architecture for this analysis has been chosen
as a parallelization of all cell groups first into blocks, and then wiring those blocks
into series.
4.1.2 Cell spacing and physical layout
For the purposes of providing consistent coolant paths across many pack
architectures, and obtaining pack energy and power density estimates for a given
electrical configuration, there must be a scalable method for arranging the cells
physically within the pack. As with the cell wiring architecture, there are a huge
number of different ways to physically arrange, and air-cool a given set of cells.
Without simplifying the problem through constraints, it would be computationally
infeasible to consider all the different options. This said, cells will be arranged using
an aligned rectangular packing methodology with a fixed offset between the
surfaces of adjacent cells.
4.2 Drive cycles
A drive cycle is simply a series of data points made up of vehicle velocities versus
time. Drive cycles embody different events that a vehicle will encounter in a given
application for the purposes of testing designs through simulation, and later,
through actual product validation. A drive cycle will be used to validate that
proposed designs can meet performance and endurance requirements such as top
speed, acceleration, efficiency, fuel use, and life.
This vehicle velocity data can be used to derive vehicle power, which can be used in
combination with a model of the proposed vehicle to determine the electrical power
requirements of the battery pack for an electric vehicle.
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4.2.1 Standard drive cycles
Because drive cycles are so good at embodying vehicle requirements, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) uses them to ensure that vehicles can keep
emissions within acceptable levels while still meeting the requirements of drivers.
Figure 14: EPA Federal Test Procedure (source: epa.gov)
Although EPA drive cycles provide a reasonable basis for vehicle systems to be
tested for emissions compliance, they do not necessarily represent real world drive
cycles. For this reason, designers must keep them in mind throughout the design
process, but must also consider more realistic drive cycles if they want their product
to be able to perform under actual conditions for the required lifetime of the
product.
One of the main issues with EPA cycles is that they tend to be smooth with respect
to real world data, and don't capture higher frequency information. In other words,
the EPA drive cycles are effectively less aggressive than a real world driver. Because
they tend to underestimate the actual requirements, using these cycles alone would
over estimate the battery life, and cause early failures in the field.
In order to fill in t esirm gas of the EPA drive cycles, a pack designer
should seek out real world driving data that exemplifies the target application and
embodies the necessary pack requirements.
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4.3 Usage cases
Optimization strategies can be applied to any vehicle and drive cycle, but for the
sake of this thesis, four usage cases will be defined as characteristic benchmarks.
4.3.1 Passenger vehicle (Toyota Prius)
Figure 15: Usage case 1 (Toyota Prius) (source: imagesbee.com)
Vehicle parameter summary:
* Curb weight - 1368 kg
* 43 kW gas engine
* 30 kW motor
e cd -0.3
* Drive cycle - UDDS
Figure 16: Urban Drive Cycle (source: epa.gov)
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4.3.2 Passenger vehicle (Small Parallel Hybrid SUV)
Figure 17: Usage case 2 (Small Parallel Hybrid SUV) (source: usnews.com)
Vehicle parameter summary:
* Curb weight - 2000 kg
* 95 kW gas engine
* 53 kW motor
* cd - 0.4 4
* Drive cycle - UDDS
4.3.3 Passenger vehicle (Honda Insight)
Figure 18: Usage case 3 (Honda Insight)
Vehicle parameter summary:
e Curb weight - 962 kg
* 50 kW gas engine
* 10 kW motor
- cd - 0. 2 5
* Drive cycle - UDDS
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4.3.4 Transit bus (Series Hybrid OrionVI)
Figure 19: Usage case 4 (Series Hybrid OrionVI) (source: citywindsor.ca)
e Curb weight - 15,940 kg
e 171 kW diesel engine
- 75 kW motor
e c -0. 7 9
e Drive cycle - UDDSHDV
Figure 20: Heavy Duty Urban Drive Cycle (source: epa.gov)
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Chapter 5 Optimal pack architecture
5.1 Single energy storage type
Optimizing the pack architecture for a single energy storage type is essentially the
same as following the battery pack design process outlined in Chapter 3. Since a
single source is taking the entire brunt of the load, there are no additional degrees of
freedom, and this significantly narrows the design space.
5.1.1 Drive cycle method
A pack designer may wish to look at a significant number of different cell types, and
quickly determine a first order estimate of what the resulting pack might look like
for a particular application. One way to accomplish this is to use the drive cycle
method, where most all of the necessary pack requirements are embodied in a drive
cycle that represents one full charge cycle.
For a single energy source, this process can consist of choosing a target voltage
(Vpack), and then picking a corresponding number of series cells (S) to match
(~Vpack/Vce11). With the number of series cells fixed, integrating over the cycle will
determine the energy or SOC versus time profile, and a number of parallel cells (PE)
can be selected to ensure that this SOC profile can be met. Iterating over the cycle
and dividing the power by the voltage of the pack can determine the maximum
required pack current, and this can be used to determine the minimum number of
parallel cells (Pc) required to deliver that current. The maximum of PE and Pc can be
taken as the required number of parallel cells. This, of course, excludes life
considerations.
This quasistatic methodology is too simple to determine a final design (as many
factors are not considered), but serves as a good first pass to rule out cells, and
compose a smaller list of cells for further examination.
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5.2 Blended battery packs
While sizing a single energy storage type pack is relatively simple based on pack
voltage and a characteristic drive cycle, it becomes much less straightforward when
two different energy storage types are allowed. A blended battery pack, as discussed
in Chapter 3, opens up a degree of freedom where the designer must determine the
power split (constant or some variable function) between the two sources in
addition to the sizes and configurations of those two sources. With either the
hardware configuration or the control strategy arbitrarily fixed, a corresponding
optimal control strategy or hardware configuration could be found (for that
arbitrary situation), but unless the arbitrary choice just happens to be optimal, the
result will not be globally optimal. Garbage in, garbage out, as they say. In order to
determine the minimum cost pack for a given application, we must somehow find
the optimal control strategy for the hardware configuration, which is not yet
defined.
5.2.1 Strategy
One obvious way to find the minimum cost hardware that can complete a given
cycle is to try every possible power split through a brute force technique, and select
the one which yields the lowest cost hardware. In practice, this exhaustive method is
impossible because the extremely large number of possible power split paths make
computation times exceedingly long.
The proposed method to determine the minimum cost hardware for a given cycle
without knowing or trying to guess the power split is to iterate through the drive
cycle using a dynamic programming based algorithm in conjunction with three
objective functions, that will ultimately determine the lowest cost path for given
application and resolution. Before going into the details of the proposed solution, it
may be useful to review the basics of the dynamic programming algorithm, and go
through a simple example.
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5.2.2 Dynamic Programming
At its heart, dynamic programming is really just an intelligent way of brute forcing a
certain kind of problem - one composed of many overlapping subproblems that can
be solved individually in sequence. In addition to utilizing an underlying discrete
time dynamic system, dynamic programming also uses a cost function that is
additive over time [39].
Assuming that the best path is composed of a series of subpaths, the dynamic
programming algorithm attempts to find the best path by solving every subpath
exactly one time. The algorithm progresses through every step, determining and
remembering the best solution for later decisions. At each step along the way, the
best subpath leading up to that point is chosen until the ultimate destination is
reached.
A simple example
To see the dynamic programming algorithm in action, it may be best to examine a
simple example before looking at the more complicated blended battery pack
methodology.
Consider the simple network of nodes shown in the figure below. If we want to find
the highest yield path from the left side to the right side of the network, the problem
can be taken as a series of discrete subproblems with a cost function that is additive
over time, and therefore, dynamic programming fits the bill.
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Figure 21: Simple DP example (step 1)
To start, we must check the available subpaths from step one (node 1) to step 2
(nodes 2 and 3). Because there is only one subpath from node 1 to each of nodes 2
and 3, the maximum yield subpaths are just subpath b=6 and subpath a=2 for nodes
2 and 3 respectively, as shown in Figure 22 below.
Find Max
a=2
IA
Figure 22: Simple DP example (step 2)
Going from step 2 (nodes 2 and 3) to step 3 (nodes 4 and 5) is slightly more
complicated. Each node at stop 3 can be reached from either node 2 or 3 from step
2. But because the best subpath to reach node 2 and 3 has already been determined,
we do not need to reconsider any subpaths before step 2. At step 3, we find that the
highest yield subpath to reach node 4 is b+d=7 (not a+f=6) and the highest yield
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subpath to reach node 5 is b+e=10 (not a+c=7). These subpaths are remembered,
and the algorithm progresses to the next step.
a=2
Find Max
b+e=10
Figure 23: Simple DP example (step 3)
To finally reach step 4 (nodes 6 and 7), we must check four more subpaths. In this
case, b+e+j=12 wins out over b+d+h=10 to reach node 6 from step 3, and b+e+g=11
wins out over b+d+i=10 to reach node 7 from step 3.
Find Max
b+e+g=11
:2
b+e+j=121
Figure 24: Simple DP example (step 4)
By taking the maximum of the two options above (travel to node 6 or 7), the
maximum yield from step 1 to step 4 is realized by traveling from node 1 to 2 to 5 to
6 along path b+e+j=12.
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a=2 b+e= 10
Figure 25: Simple DP example (final)
Because this is a very simple example, it may not be immediately obvious that the
dynamic programming algorithm has any advantage over a pure brute force
technique, however, once the scope of the problem is expanded to larger and larger
networks, the gains become very significant.
5.2.3 Formulation
The proposed blended battery optimization algorithm operates in a very similar
manner to the simple example shown above, but with a few complications. Unlike
the simple example, the costs of each subpath are not immediately known, and must
be calculated using a series of objective functions. The method in which the
algorithm iterates over the space is more or less identical, with the minor
stipulation that every position on the discretized grid corresponds to not only a
power level for the baseload, but also a power level for the buffer (the total power
minus the baseload). For this analysis, the two energy sources are assumed to be
controlled (as in the BFL, UCFL, or DAP topologies), with any losses due to power
electronics neglected, and buffer voltage independent of baseload voltage. It should
also be noted that for simplicity, each source has a usable SOC range of 0-100%. In
reality, this would not be true, so these results are truly a best-case scenario.
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b+e+g=11
Objective functions
Before examining an example case of how the blended battery optimization
algorithm solves a given cycle, the three objective functions will be defined here. As
applied in this analysis, the second objective function acts as a tiebreaker for the
first objective function, and the third acts as a tiebreaker for the second objective
function.
Objective 1
The primary objective is to minimize the sum of the monetary costs of both the
buffer and the baseload packs. The size of the blended pack is driven up by the
constraints of supplying power and energy throughout the cycle.
Cbaseload ' Sbaseload * Pbaseioad + Cbuffer " Sbuffer - Pbuffer
Objective 2
The secondary objective is to minimize the prorated cost of storing energy in each
cell (based on the cell cost per Wh). In other words, given that there is a tie between
two or more subpaths based on minimum hardware cost (primary objective), the
secondary selection criteria is to minimize the sum of the storage costs of both the
buffer and the baseload. This is comparable to charging rent for the energy to stay in
a particular source based on how expensive that source is per Wh.
Cbaseload [ce I Cbuffer [1/cell]Ebseoa [h -eSOCbaseload [Wh] + [-Wh SOCbuffer [Wh]
Ebaseioaa([Whjceill Ebuff er [Whjcell
Objective 3
In case multiple subpaths offer identical values for the first and second objectives,
the third and final tiebreaker is based on the efficiency of the subpath. The
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algorithm will choose the subpath with the smallest total resistive energy losses of
the buffer and the baseload added together.
(J2 -R t)baseload [Wh] + (J2 -R t)buffer [Wh]
Using these three objectives, a blended battery pack can be determined for any drive
cycle as follows.
Solution process
First, a characteristic drive cycle is selected. In this case, the UDDS cycle is used.
21.1K1
Figure 26: UDDS cycle
Using the vehicle parameters, and hybrid control strategy (in the case of a hybrid), a
corresponding power cycle is generated for the vehicle, as it would drive through
the cycle. For the purposes of this analysis, the hybrid power cycles were generated
using Advisor Advanced Vehicle Simulator. The outputs of this software may not be
identical to the real life vehicles, but the point of this analysis is more to test the
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dynamic programming based algorithm, so these hybrid power cycle
representations are more than adequate. Because it is likely that the cycle is charge
depleting, we will enter the cycle at the end, and start off with both the baseload and
buffer set at 0 size.
X 104
2.5
2-
1.5 -
0
£2- 0.5
0
Dynamic Programming Algorithm
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Time [e]
Figure 27: UDDS power cycle
1400
Taking a closer look at the cycle, it becomes clear that the space must be discretize
to a larger space than the 1 watt resolution of the data in order to decrease
computation time. In this case, 8 different power levels are allowed for the baseload
at each step as shown in Figure 28. This resolution can be adjusted up or down to
find a good balance between computation time and accuracy.
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Figure 28: Discretized power cycle
With the space discretized, we can enter the power cycle at the very last step. At this
location, there is no energy requirement (since the delta time step is 0), so only
power is considered. Every position on the grid corresponds to a different potential
baseload power, which in turn, corresponds to a different buffer power (by
subtracting the baseload power from the total power). Now, the power split is
defined for each energy storage unit at each point, and the necessary number of
parallel and series cells for both the baseload and the buffer can be determined
using the single energy storage type methodology for each storage type as discussed
in the previous section.
At each of these points, the resulting minimum power, maximum power, minimum
SOC, maximum SOC, current, minimum voltage, maximum voltage, number of
parallel cells, number of series cells, and the cumulative 12R value are all logged for
every subpath for both the baseload and the buffer.
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First, we must
discretize the space
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Figure 29: DP blended battery pack start point
From each of these jumping off points, every other possible subpath is considered,
starting with the first point, and then iterating through every possible point at the
next step back.
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Figure 30: DP blended battery pack growth
This process continues until every possible subpath is considered from the current
step to the next step back as shown in Figure 31. With the resulting pack sizes, SOCs,
and 12R values determined for every possible subpath between the two steps, the
three objective functions can now be used to evaluate the best possible subpath to
reach each node destination. Only one path is remembered for each of the nodes in
the left most step.
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Figure 31: DP blended battery pack cost evaluation
This process is repeated over and over until the beginning of the cycle is reached. At
this point, a preliminary solution has been realized, although the process is not yet
complete.
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Figure 32: DP blended battery pack repeated process
Once the beginning of the cycle is reached, a solution has been found, but it is not
necessarily the best possible case. This is because the physical size of the baseload
has been growing as the algorithm progresses backward in time. This may
compromise the solution (depending on the nature of the cycle), because at the
beginning of the cycle, the pack size is small, and so the algorithm may have fallen
into a local minimum by opting to grow the buffer because it has no idea that the
baseload will eventually be big enough to handle the relatively high power demand
at the beginning the algorithm (end of the cycle). In other words, the solution
reached after the first iteration will overestimate the cost of the blended pack by
oversizing the buffer, and undersizing the baseload.
While this is somewhat troublesome, it is easily remedied by repeating the
algorithm again, but this time plugging in the final size of the baseload from the first
iteration, and resetting the buffer to zero size. This process is repeated, as each time
the baseload grows and the buffer shrinks until the same solution is reached twice
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in a row. This indicates that the algorithm has converged. In general the algorithm
converges after the first or second rerun.
5.2.4 Results
To test out the DP based blended battery pack optimization algorithm, an
experiment was designed utilizing four different usage cases, three different energy
storage types (high energy Li-ion, high-power Li-ion, and ultracapacitor), and four
different resolutions. To check the solution of the blended battery pack algorithm,
four additional cases were considered: one in which the entire battery pack is
constructed out of high-energy Li-ion cells, one in which the entire battery pack is
constructed out of high-power Li-ion, one in which the entire battery pack is
constructed out of ultracapacitors, and one in which the pack is blended and the
power split is determined using a peak shaving strategy (heuristic).
In the case of the peak shaving strategy (PS), anything over a symmetric power
threshold is assigned to the buffer, and any power under that threshold is assigned
to the baseload. Many thresholds were tried for each usage case (one for every level
of DP resolution), and the lowest cost result is presented.
Energy storage types
Three different energy storage types were used in this analysis. While they are
based off of real cells, the prices are only representations of what they may cost,
since these costs are very dependent on a customers relationship with the battery
manufacturer and the volume at which the cells will be purchased.
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Energy storage type 1 (18650 High-energy)
Figure 33: ESU1 (18650 High-energy) (source: A123)
* Cost per cell - $2.50
* Internal resistance - 0.07 ohms
- Max discharge current - 5 amps
* Max charge current - 3.4 amps
* Nominal voltage - 3.6 volts
* Capacity - 8.64 Wh
Energy storage type 2 (26650 High-power)
Figure 34: ESU2 (26650 High-power) (source: A123)
* Cost per cell - $8.00
e Internal resistance - 0.01 ohms
- Max discharge current - 70 amps
* Max charge current - 10 amps
* Nominal voltage - 3.3 volts
* Capacity - 7.59 Wh
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Energy storage type 3 (Maxwell Ultracapacitor)
Figure 35: ESU3 (Maxwell Ultracapacitor) (source: Maxwell)
* Cost per cell - $20.00
* Internal resistance - 0.00029 ohms
* Max discharge current - 210 amps
* Max charge current - 210 amps
e Nominal voltage - 2.7 volts
* Capacity - 3.04 Wh
Results - Usage case 1 (Toyota Prius - UDDS)
As shown in Table 3, the high-power Li-ion and ultracapacitor came in as a tie for
single energy type storage in the Toyota Prius usage case. Between the two blended
scenarios, the DP based solution had the lowest cost solution of $250 in HE Li-ion
(10OS1P) and $1,200 in ultracapacitors (60S1P) as a buffer. The DP solution in
Figure 39 shows that the lowest cost control strategy is essentially a small offset of
power from the high-energy source (near average power), with the buffer handling
the high spikes in power. This is a very intuitive result, and a real time control
strategy could be easily modeled after these results.
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Table 3: Usage case 1 summary table
Toyota Prius - UDDS I
Strategy HE Li-ion cost HP Li-ion cost UC cost Total Cost
All HE Li-ion $3,500 $0 $0
All HP Li-ion $0 $2,400 $0 $2,400
All UC $0 $0 $2,400 $2,400
DP solution $250 $0 $1,200
PS solution $250 $1,920 $0 $2,170
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Figure 36: Usage case 1, all HE Li-ion
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Figure 37: Usage case 1, HP Li-ion
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Figure 39: Usage case 1, DP blended algorithm
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Figure 40: Usage case 1, Peak shaving
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Results - Usage case 2 (Small Parallel Hybrid SUV - UDDS)
The results of the second usage case illustrate a very similar point to usage case 1.
All three of the single type energy sources came in at relatively high costs between
$3,500 and $4,000, while the best blended solution, found by the DP based
algorithm comes in at $1,450. The best control strategy is similar to the Prius, where
the baseload outputs roughly average power, and the buffer handles power spikes.
Table 4: Usage case 2 summary table
\ilt. 7 nLn nc2= Anr
Hy brid SUV - UDDS
Strategy HE Li-ion cost HP Li-ion cost UC cost Total Cost
All HE Li-ion $3,500 $0 $0 $3,500
All HP Li-ion $0 $4,000 $0
All UC
DP solution
PS solution
$250
$500
so
$0
$0
$3.6001
$1,20(
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Figure 41: Usage case 2, All HE Li-ion
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Figure 42: Usage case 2, All HP Li-ion
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Figure 44: Usage case 2, DP blended algorithm
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Figure 45: Usage case 2, Peak shaving
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Results - Usage case 3 (Honda Insight - UDDS)
For usage case 3, the optimal solution is actually a single energy source. The all
ultracapacitor pack offered the lowest cost of $1,200. This is a very interesting usage
case, as the SOC is actually increasing, because the Honda Insight is very efficient
with regenerative braking. With this said, it is good to see that both the DP and PS
solutions converged to the single energy source solution.
Table 5: Usage case 3 summary table
I"
Strategy
All HE Li-ion
Honda Insight - UDDS
HE Li-ion cost HP Li-ion cost UC cost
$1,250 $0
Total Cost
$0 $1.250
All HP Li-ion $0 $1,600 $0
All UC $0 $0 $1,200
DP solution $0 $0 $1,200
PS solution $0 $0 $1,200
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Figure 46: Usage case 3, All HE Li-ion
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Figure 47: Usage case 3, All HP Li-ion
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Figure 49: Usage case 3, DP blended algorithm
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Results - Usage case 4 (Series Hybrid OrionVI - UDDSHDV)
The series hybrid bus offers a very useful case where the packs are very large, and
the discrete nature of only varying in increments of full series strings is less
apparent. The DP algorithm reveals the best control strategy is to allow the UC to
absorb regen pulses, and let the HP Li-ion handle the rest. This is an indirect result
of the relatively low regen power of the HP Li-ion cells with comparison to the UC.
Table 6: Usage case 4 summary table
1
Hybrid Bus - UDDSHDV
Strategy HE Li-ion cost HP Li-ion cost UC cost Total Cost
All HE Li-ion $42,000 $0 $0 $
All HP Li-ion $0 $38,400 $0 400
All UC 
__$0 $__ _0 $80400
DP solution $0 $13,600 $3,600
PS solution $26000 $6,240 $0 $32,240
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Figure 51: Usage case 4, All HE Li-ion
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Overall results
In every one of these usage cases, the proposed dynamic programming based
algorithm converged on the best solution (out of the 5 tested), whether it was a
blended pack, or one composed of only one energy source. While this does not prove
the optimality of the result, it does show practicality.
To give some perspective on how all these usage cases relate to one another, a log-
log plot of the power versus energy landscape of the usage cases is shown in Figure
56. Each usage case shows the max discharge power (plus) and max recharge power
(minus). The two green and yellow lines represent the discharge (upper) and charge
(lower) capability of the high-energy Li-ion and high-power Li-ion cell respectively.
The red line represents both the charge and discharge power of the ultracapacitor.
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While the plot in Figure 56 is not used to infer any results, it does show and inverse
relationship between proximity to an energy source line, and the potential for a
blended battery pack. As the Model S, Nissan Leaf, and Smart FourTwo illustrate,
electric vehicles tend to fall very close to the HE Li-ion line, so there is very little
potential for blending the battery pack. The Honda Insight proved to be close
enough to the ultracap line for an entirely ultracap pack to offer the lowest cost
solution. The other hybrid cases studied in this analysis illustrate that applications
falling in between two source lines represent opportunities where a blended battery
pack may offer a lower cost solution. The proposed algorithm provides a means for
those opportunities to be examined in more detail without having to make guesses
about optimal control strategy.
A summary of the overall results is shown in Table 7.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and future work
6.1 Conclusion
6.1.1 Summary of work
The results of this thesis show that, in general, single energy storage types that are
available today do not well serve hybrid vehicle applications. A pack composed
entirely of batteries usually has an excess of energy capacity, and a pack composed
entirely of ultracapacitors usually has an excess of power capacity. In pack design,
these unutilized capacities represent waste and extra cost. In other words, the
disparity between energy and power densities of battery and ultracapacitors
represents an opportunity for blended battery packs. The extra degree of freedom
granted by having two energy sources allows the designer to fit the pack to the
application and cut down on wasted power and energy capacity.
While this opportunity is real, the barrier to entry is high. Conventional design
methods make it difficult for a designer to see what single energy source is best for
any given application, and extrapolating this process to blended battery packs
becomes overwhelming. In order to size a blended battery pack, the designer must
try to design some heuristic strategies for splitting the power between them, and
then see how these various strategies perform, not knowing if the strategies are
optimal.
The algorithm presented in this thesis aims to provide a tool for simplifying this
design exploration process. A designer now has the potential to look at a large
variety of different energy sources for any application, and see a baseline cost of a
best-case pack, be it a single energy source, or blended between two. The DP based
algorithm attempts to find the best control strategy for minimizing pack cost for any
two energy sources for any given application. This control strategy may not be fully
realizable in practice (because no future information is available in real time), but
the solution can be used as a model to design toward.
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To test the proposed algorithm, a simulation experiment was carried out utilizing
four different usage cases, three different energy storage types (high-energy Li-ion,
high-power Li-ion, and ultracapacitor), and four different resolutions. To check the
solution of the blended battery pack algorithm, four additional cases were
considered: one in which the entire battery pack is constructed out of high-energy
Li-ion cells, one in which the entire battery pack is constructed out of high-power Li-
ion, one in which the entire battery pack is constructed out of ultracapacitors, and
one in which the pack is blended and the power split is determined using a peak
shaving strategy (heuristic). In every case, the proposed algorithm converged on the
best solution out of the five. In three out of four of the hybrid usage cases, the best
solution was a blended battery pack.
6.2 Future work
6.2.1 Larger search space
In this thesis, the proposed algorithm was applied to three different representative
energy storage types. In future work, the search space could be expanded to include
many or all of the storage types available. This would allow a designer to simply
input a power cycle, and search through every possible combination of single and
blended battery packs to find the lowest cost solutions and their associated control
strategies. While this will not serve as a final design, it can at least narrow the search
down to a small list of options.
6.2.2 Power electronics
The results shown do not include the cost of integrating the two energy sources
with power electronics. In this study, this cost estimation was left as a post-
processing element. In future versions, an estimated cost of power electronic
integration could be included in the analysis to further simplify the design process
for blended battery packs. This could include an option for the designer to select and
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search through various integration topologies with associated efficiency penalties
for any power that must pass through a converter.
6.2.3 Control strategy and drive cycle development
While the proposed algorithm finds a control strategy that minimizes that cost of
the battery pack, this control strategy is not practically realizable. The main problem
is that the DP algorithm uses omniscient future knowledge to predict how best to
split the power at any given point in the cycle. With current technology, this type of
future interpolation is not available, however, this may not always be the case. With
the advent of vehicle to cloud technology as described in Josh Siegel's "CloudThink
and the Avacar", location and traffic data could be incorporated into the vehicle
controller [40]. This would allow the controller to better predict when large
discharge or regen events will occur, and therefore, help the control strategy
approach the one found by the DP based blended battery algorithm.
In addition, this type of pervasively available data from vehicles on the road would
allow more realistic drive cycles to be created for design purposes. This would
effectively close the loop between the designers and the users, and allow more
efficient design of vehicles.
6.2.4 Looking forward
Although this algorithm shows great promise, it is only the first step in enabling
battery pack designers to more quickly and effectively find the best single or
blended solution for a given application. For this algorithm to reach designers, it
must be incorporated into a design tool backed up by a complete database of
available technology. Then, pack designers can spend less time searching through
everything that is out there, and focus more efforts on optimizing the system at
hand.
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